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FASHION NEWS

chictopia's chic and fuzzy contest
by hayley phelan april 20, 2010

Think your pet could be the next
Kate Moss? Well thanks to

political partier

Chictopia, your furry friend could

snapshot
sound off

get the 15 minutes of fashion fame
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that every chic pet deserves!
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Chictopia is asking readers to send
in a photo of themselves and their
favorite furry friend vogue-ing it
for the camera. Let your pet steal
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a chic cat sweater -- then, upload
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your photo along with a story
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telling why your fuzzy companion

dear derek

is the chicest pet of all! Winners will
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receive a gift certificate for up to
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$250 to Market Publique -- plus, a
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hefty ego boost for their super
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stylish pet! Think you've got this in
the bag? Head to chictopia to enter! Good luck!
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